MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
As it is most convenient to plot the characteristic curves of
railway motors in terms of forces at the periphery of the car wheel
and speeds in miles per hour traveled by the car, it is obvious
that a given group of such curves is dependent upon a single
definite car wheel diameter and gear ratio. With a change of
gear ratio, however, the motor speed remaining the same, the
speed of the car will change in the inverse proportion while the
tractive effort will, of course, vary in direct proportion to the
change in gear ratio.
The torque and speed characteristics may, therefore, be
changed to apply to a new gear ratio by the use of the proportions
given in equations (17) and (18),
New sP??d _ Old gear ratio
(17)
(is;
New gear ratio
New gear ratio
Old speed
New tractive effort
Old tractive effort     Old gear ratio
Motor characteristics thus changed are represented by the
dotted lines of Fig. 13.
Since the tractive effort increases and the speed decreases for
a given current as the gear ratio is increased, it is clear that more
rapid acceleration may be obtained with a given equipment with
greater gear ratios. Where frequent stops are necessary and
the equipment can maintain schedule speed without difficulty,
the question of possible increase of gear ratio may be studied
to advantage.
More than this, if the required tractive effort can be maintained
with a reduced current by increasing the gear ratio and if the high
speeds obtainable with a low ratio are not required to make
schedule time, a very material decrease in the power taken by
the car or train may often be secured by more careful selection
of gears.
A concrete example of the acomplishment of both of the pre-
ceding improvements is indicated in the following test:
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